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It is still a challenge to accurately evaluate the structural safety of tunnel during the process of construction. To address this issue, a
safety evaluation approach of tunnel based on the monitoring data during construction is proposed in this study. Firstly, the
detailed description of modelling the tunnel excavation, releasing the load acting on the tunnel, and selecting the constitutive
relationship of surrounding rock of tunnel is introduced. Secondly, aiming at an actual shallow-buried tunnel with underground
excavation, utilizing the analytical results of deformation of tunnel, the structural safety of tunnel is evaluated by using a re-
liability-based method. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated by using the dynamic monitoring data
obtained during the construction of an actual tunnel.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of underground rail transit, the
importance of tunnel engineering is gradually increasing. At
present, there is a huge number of tunnel projects which are
under construction, and the safety of tunnel construction is
taking more and more attention, and the safety evaluation of
tunnel construction structure becomes a burning problem.
In the field of safety evaluation, there are many relevant
research studies that have already been conducted by
scholars. Prosek [1] combined deterministic safety analysis
and probabilistic safety evaluation. ,ey demonstrated the
influence of deterministic safety analysis and integrated it
into probabilistic safety evaluation. Chi et al. [2] studied the
spatial risk factors of earthmoving accidents, determined the
spatial data requirements for automatic safety assessment
based on existing safety regulations, and then they proposed
an image-based safety assessment method for earth moving
and surface mining activities. Lan et al. [3] selected seepage
pressure, tidal level, and rainfall as safety evaluation indexes
of seawall with the monitoring data. Using fuzzy theory, they
established the safety evaluation method of seawall; after
that, a method to determine safety grade of seawall based on

comprehensive safety grade value was proposed. Yang [4]
proposed a new concept of safety entropy, combined with
functional resonance analysis method (FRAM), and applied
it in the field of safety evaluation.

,ere are many scholars who made specific studies on
tunnel construction. To find out the best construction
method of long-span bifurcated tunnel, Xin and Gao [5]
made a comparative analysis of six construction methods by
using numerical simulation. ,rough field investigation,
Zhang et al. [6] studied the landslide phenomenon caused by
the excavation of a long-span multiarch tunnel from the
aspects of tunnel section, construction defects, surrounding
rock stability, and landslide conditions. Jin et al.[7] studied
the construction technology considering the best excavation
sequence in order to ensure the safety of large-span shallow-
buried tunnel construction.

,e finite element method (FEM) is an important tool
for tunnel research. Based on the theory of elastic-plastic,
FEM calculates the stress field and deformation field of rock
and soil under certain environmental conditions by solving
simultaneous equations of elastic-plastic mechanics, and
then the yield criterion of rock and soil is utilized to judge
the state of surrounding rock [8–10]. ,is method can be
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used to solve the problems of elasticity and elastic-plastic in
underground engineering; meanwhile, it can evaluate the
stability of the whole tunnel structure and surrounding rock
and guide the construction of tunnel, which could be widely
used in practical engineering. And there are many scholars
who have studied the application of FEM in tunnel
engineering.

Yoshimura et al. [11] studied the surrounding rock
deformation law during tunnel construction, comparing the
actual monitoring data with the results calculated by FEM
software, so as to verify the correctness of the FEM simu-
lation. Sulem [12] took into full consideration about the
rheological properties of surrounding rocks, the thrust
distance of the palmtop, and the interaction between sur-
rounding rocks and support, and then a prediction method
for the displacement convergence of tunnel side walls was
proposed. Abbo et al. [13] used the FEM analysis to study the
undrained stability of rectangular tunnel. Yu et al. [14] used
the FEM to simulate and analyze the seismic damage of key
parts of the tunnel and studied the seismic response of the
tunnel. Shahin et al. [15] studied the impact of tunnel ex-
cavation on the foundation of existing buildings. Alsahly
et al. [16] developed a new computing framework and used
the FEM to simulate the shield tunneling behavior. Ali et al.
[17] used stochastic adaptive finite element limit analysis to
study the influence of spatial variability on the undrained
stability of circular tunnel without lining. Zheng et al. [18]
proposed an Euler FEM to evaluate the stability of circular
tunnels in undrained clay and conducted parametric anal-
ysis. Shiau et al. [19] used the numerical simulation to study
the working face stability of circular tunnels under different
soil mass and tunnel diameter-depth ratio.

,e research of the above scholars has provided some
support for the reasonable construction of the tunnel and a
foundation for safety assessment, but there are still few re-
search studies on the safety assessment methods of tunnel
construction. ,e method using the continuous monitoring
data is an effective method to assess the condition of structures
in construction and operation [20–22]. ,erefore, aiming at
the problem of safety assessment of tunnel construction
structure, a method of safety assessment of tunnel construc-
tion structure based on dynamic monitoring data is proposed.
Firstly, the finite element modelling for the construction
process of shallow-buried tunnel is analyzed. ,en, the safety
assessment method of tunnel construction structure based on
reliability theory is proposed. Finally, the effectiveness of the
proposed method is verified based on an actual tunnel.

2. Structural Safety Evaluation of Tunnel Using
the Reliability-Based Method

2.1. Numerical Simulation of Tunnel Excavation with Finite
Element Analysis. To simulate the process of tunnel exca-
vation, the method based on FEM is described in three
aspects, i.e., the tunnel excavation, releasing the load acting

on the tunnel, and selecting the constitutive relationship of
surrounding rock of tunnel, which provides the basis for
further safety assessment for tunnel excavation.

2.1.1. Simulation of the Process of Tunnel Excavation.
,e key to simulate the excavation process of tunnel by
numerical method is to simulate the gradual release of
ground stress in tunnel construction. Before the tunnel
excavation, the surrounding rock lies in a stable initial stress
state due to long-term dead weight. ,e stresses in these
boundaries are released due to the excavation of the tunnel
and the application of support, which induce the redistri-
bution of the stress field of the surrounding rock. ,e virtual
support force release method usually is implemented to
simulate the above process. ,e principle of this method is
based on the actual construction situation, and the virtual
support force inside the tunnel is utilized to release the in
situ stress load step by step in order to simulate the tunnel
construction process, as shown in Figure 1.

Before tunnel excavation, the initial stress of sur-
rounding rock is σ0, and the state of tunnel excavation
without initial support is shown in Figure 1(b). Assume that,
at this stage, part of the in situ stress load stored in the
surrounding rock is released, i.e., f1i. ,e virtual support
force p1i is applied at the corresponding node position of the
tunnel excavation boundary as the tunnel excavation. At this
stage, the stress of surrounding rock is σ1. Figure 1(c) shows
the state of the circular tunnel after the initial support is
applied. ,e red circle represents the initial support, and the
released node load at this stage is f2i. ,e virtual support
force applied is reduced to p2i, and the surrounding rock
stress is defined as σ2. Figure 1(d) shows the state of the
tunnel after the secondary lining is applied. ,e orange ring
represents the secondary lining of the tunnel. At this time,
there is no nodal force at the tunnel excavation boundary.
,e remaining node load can be completely released. In
order to simulate this construction process, the virtual
support force is reduced to zero, and then the obtained
surrounding rock stress is σ3.

,e virtual support force gradually release method can
simulate the continuous construction of tunnel construction
process, and its calculation results do not need superposition
of stress field and displacement field. ,e obtained dis-
placement field and stress field are the actual stress field and
displacement field after the completion of tunnel excavation.
,is method is in line with the actual situation of tunnel
construction.

2.1.2. Calculation of Releasing Load during Tunnel
Construction. When simulating the construction of tunnel,
the equivalent node load of tunnel excavation boundary
needs to be solved. ,e specific process is as follows: firstly,
according to the initial stress acting on the tunnel excavation
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boundary, the stress corresponding to the boundary node is
solved by using the interpolation method; then the stress
change between two adjacent boundaries is assumed to be
linear; finally, according to the static equivalent principle,
the total equivalent node load of each node on the tunnel

excavation boundary is calculated. ,e schematic diagram is
shown in Figure 2. Taking the boundary of tunnel excavation
randomly, the node number is assumed to be i, and the
equivalent release load caused by tunnel construction and
excavation is defined as follows:

Px,i �
1
6

2σx,i b1 + b2(  + σx,i+1b2 + σx,i−1b1 + 2τxy,i a1 + a2(  + τxy,i+1a2 + τxy,i−1a1 ,

Py,i �
1
6

2σy,i a1 + a2(  + σy,i+1a2 + σy,i−1a1 + 2τxy,i b1 + b2(  + τxy,i+1b2 + τxy,i−1b1 ,

a1 � xi−1 − xi,

a2 � xi − xi+1,

b1 � yi − yi−1,

b2 � yi+1 − yi,

(1)

where σx,i, σy,i, and τxy,i are the stress components at joint
position i before the tunnel excavation, respectively. x and y

are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the nodes,
respectively.

2.1.3. Selection of Constitutive Relationship of Surrounding
Rock of Tunnel. Surrounding rock material is a kind of
complex mechanical material with plastic deformation. ,e
yield strength of rockmass in compression is far greater than

that in tension.With the increase of external load, stress state
of surrounding rockmaterial will change from elastic state to
elastic-plastic state, which is called yield. ,e stress space
formed by the transition critical stress state is called the yield
surface. For general surrounding rock materials, the
Drucker–Prager yield criterion can be used to determine the
constitutive model of surrounding rock.

,e Drucker–Prager yield criterion is a generalized von
Mises yield criterion, which considers the effect of average
hydrostatic pressure on yield. Since the criterion assumes
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of tunnel construction simulation by applying the virtual support force gradually release method.
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that the material is an ideal elastic-plastic material, its yield
surface will not change with the state of material yielding or
not, and its yield strength will increase with the increase of
confining pressure (hydrostatic pressure). Its expression is
described as follows:

F �
��
J2


+ αI1 − k � 0,

I1 � σx + σy + σz,

J2 �
1
6

σx − σy 
2

+ σy − σz 
2

+ σz − σx( 
2

  + τ2yz + τ2zx + τ2xy,

α �
2 sinϕ

�
3

√
(3 − sin ϕ)

,

k �
6c cosϕ

�
3

√
(3 − sin ϕ)

,

(2)

where F is the yield function and I1, J2 are the first invariant
of stress and the second invariant of the stress bias tensor,
respectively. ϕ, c are the angle of internal friction and co-
hesion of material, respectively. ,e yield surface of the
Drucker–Prager yield criterion in the stress space is a conical
surface, and its yield surface is shown in Figure 3.

2.2. Structural Safety Evaluation of Tunnel ConstructionUsing
the Reliability-Based Method. After establishing the FEM of
tunnel, the control indexes of stress, strain, and displace-
ment during the process of tunnel construction are obtained.
,e dynamic monitoring data of corresponding control
indexes are measured following the construction process.
Based on the dynamic monitoring data and the calculation
results of FEM, the safety assessment of tunnel construction
is implemented. Because some measured errors cannot be
avoided completely, the structural safety evaluation method

of tunnel construction is proposed based on the reliability
theory.

Using the FEM of tunnel, a certain control index in the
process of tunnel construction is obtained as follows:

F � F1, F2, F3, ..., Fi, ..., FN . (3)

,e monitoring data of corresponding indexes in the
process of tunnel construction are obtained as follows:

F′ � F1′, F2′, F3′, ..., Fi
′, ..., FN
′ . (4)

,en, the ratio of the dynamic monitoring feedback
obtained during the construction process to the calculated
value of the finite element model is calculated by the fol-
lowing equation:

S �
F1′

F1
,
F2′

F2
,
F3′

F3
, ...,

Fi
′

Fi

, ...
Fn
′

Fn

  � S1, S2, S3, ..., Si, ...SN .

(5)

It can be considered that vector S is the sample set of
random variable S. ,e mean value and variance of random
variable S can be calculated as follows:

E(S) ≈ S �
1
N



N

i�1
Si,

σ2(S) ≈
1

N − 1


N

i�1

Si − S( 
2
. (6)

Let the reference ratio be a normal distribution random
variable R whose mean value and standard deviation are
expressed as follows:

E(R) � 1,

σ(R) � 0.05.
(7)
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram for calculating the node forces at the tunnel excavation boundary. (a) Excavation boundary. (b) Equivalent
load of normal stress. (c) Equivalent load of shear stress.
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To evaluate whether the structure fails or not, the limit
state function is constructed as follows:

Z � R − S. (8)

When Z>0, the structure is considered safe, and when
Z≤0, the structure is considered to have safety risk. For ease
of calculation, the following equations are defined:

X1, X2  � [R, S],

Z � g(X) � X1 − X2,
(9)

where xi is the value of the random variable array [X1, X2].
,e advanced first-order second moment method is used to
calculate the structural failure probability, and the specific
steps are as follows [23]:

(i) Determining the initial value of the design point xi

(the mean value is usually used as the initial iteration
point, it means x1 � MX) and assuming that the
equation i� 1.

(ii) Transforming xi into the standard normal random
vector yi, i.e., using the following relationship:

y � T(x) � L
− 1

D
− 1

x − MX( . (10)

(iii) Changing the limit state function from X space into
Y space, i.e.,

G yi(  � g T
− 1

yi(  , (11)

and then obtaining the probability transformation:

x � T
− 1

(y) � DL y + MX. (12)

(iv) Calculating the gradient vector ∇yi
G of G at the

point yi by using the following equation:

∇yG � JXY(x) 
T

· ∇xg. (13)

(v) Calculating the normal vector αi at the point yi by
using the following equation:

αi � −
∇yi

G

∇yi
G

�����

�����
. (14)

(vi) Calculating the reliability index at the point yi, i.e.,
βi � αT

i yi.
(vii) i� i+1, and then obtaining yi+1 by using the fol-

lowing equation:

yi+1 �
G yi( 

∇yi
G

�����

�����
+ αT

i yi
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦αi. (15)

(viii) Repeating step (ii) to step (vii) until βi or yi

converges.
(ix) Calculating an approximation of the probability of

failure:

pf ≈ Φ −βi( . (16)

3. Numerical Analysis of the Construction
Process of an Actual Shallow-Buried
Tunnel with Underground Excavation

3.1. Brief Description of Yuhan Road Tunnel. Yuhan road
tunnel belongs to the second stage of southern extension line
of Shunhe Viaduct project, which is an important part of
Jinan rapid road network planning system, in China. ,e
tunnel is arranged along Yuhan road, with a length of about
2.3 km. Considering the influence of geological conditions,
the pipeline buried above, the buildings along the tunnel,
and other factors, the buried depth of the tunnel is between
6m and 10m along the longitudinal direction. ,e maxi-
mum longitudinal slope of the tunnel is 2.6% and the
minimum longitudinal slope is 0.9%. ,e scene photos of
Yuhan road tunnel are shown in Figure 4.

,e mileage pile numbers of the tunnel are between
ZK1+325 and ZK1+405, and the basic tunnel form of this
section is neighboring tunnel. According to relevant geo-
logical survey and design data, the properties of geomaterial
used in the FEM are listed in Table 1.

Drucker–Prager
yield surface

–σ3

–σ2

–σ1

Figure 3: Yield surface of Drucker–Prager yield criterion.
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During the process of tunnel excavation, the tunnel
section is divided into four parts according to the actual
construction plan, which is shown in Figure 5. ,e step
construction method is adopted, and the excavating se-
quence of each part is carried out in numerical order.
Considering the interaction effect of adjacent tunnel face, the
longitudinal excavation process of neighboring tunnel
should be separated, as shown in Figure 6. To investigate the
internal force and deformation during construction, the
actual specific construction process is simulated step by step
in FE software. During the simulation, in order to reduce the
huge computation, the corresponding construction steps are
simplified.

3.2. Generation of the FEM of Yuhan Road Tunnel. Ansys is
adopted to simulate the construction process, and the fol-
lowing assumptions are made in the construction
simulation:

(i) Assuming the surface ground is flat, since the site
terrain undulation is small.

(ii) Only the ground stress caused by dead weight is
considered in the calculation of initial ground stress,
since the tunnel is ultra-shallow-buried tunnel, and
the tectonic secondary stress caused by deficient
geological condition is ignored.

(iii) ,e Drucker–Prager model is used for the consti-
tutive model of surrounding rock of the tunnel, and
the initial support is assumed as elastic.

(iv) Assuming that only part of the stress is released at
the start of excavation and the residual ground stress

is released after the initial support is applied, since
the tunnel is constructed by shallow-buried tun-
neling method.

Previous research studies show that, during the process
of tunnel excavation, only the surrounding rock within a
certain range is affected, and the stress and displacement of
the surrounding rock are hardly changed. Under normal
circumstances, the influence of tunnel excavation on sur-
rounding rock is less than 5% within 3 times the diameter of
the tunnel and less than 1% within 5 times the diameter of
the tunnel. In order to minimize the interference of
boundary conditions on the analysis results and reduce the
calculation amount, the calculation range is 4 times the hole
diameter in this model, the model width is 80m, the bottom
boundary of the model is 20m below the tunnel, the upper
side of the model is a flat surface, and the longitudinal length
of the model is 16m.

When the FEM of tunnel is established, the surrounding
rock, bolt, and middle rock wall are simulated by solid45
element, the tunnel support structures (temporary support,
invert, and initial support) are simulated by shell63 element,
and mesh200 element is used to divide mesh grid, which
helps generate the three-dimensional model.

,e boundary conditions applied to the tunnel are as
follows: X direction constraint is applied to the left and right
boundaries; Y direction constraint is applied to the lower
boundary; the upper surface is set as a free boundary; and Z
direction constraint is applied to front and back boundaries
along the tunnel. ,e reasons for the above constraints on
the tunnel boundary are described as follows: the left and
right boundaries are far apart, and thus the excavation will
not cause displacement of the boundary in the X direction,

Table 1: Properties of geomaterial used in the tunnel model.

Material Density (kg/m3) Poisson’s ratio Elastic modulus (MPa) Cohesion (kPa) Internal friction angle (°)
Clay 1900 0.36 36.8 15 28
Limestone 2000 0.35 700 160 25
Marlite rock 2100 0.35 1100 310 27
Anchorage zone 2040 0.32 910 208 30
Initial support 2400 0.2 36200 / /
Inverted arch 2400 0.2 33000 / /

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Scene photos of Yuhan road tunnel.
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and the settlement only occurs in the Y direction due to dead
load; since the excavation process does not affect the Y
direction displacement of the lower boundary, the Y di-
rection of the lower boundary is constrained; the upper
boundary is ground surface, and its horizontal and vertical
displacement is greatly affected by tunnel excavation, and
thus it is set as a free boundary. ,e FEM is established with
157811 nodes and 130366 elements, as shown in Figure 7.

3.3. Results of Finite Element Analysis of Yuhan Road Tunnel

3.3.1. Deformation Analysis of the Neighboring Tunnel during
the Construction. ,e deformation nephogram of sur-
rounding rock during the construction process is shown in
Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, during the construction process,
the vertical displacement distribution of the tunnel is rel-
atively symmetrical with grade V1 surrounding rock, and
settlement occurs at the arch roof, the step, and arch bottom
of the tunnel bulges. At this stage of construction process,
the maximum Y direction displacement reaches 4.9mm, and
the maximum displacement in the cross section reaches
1.7mm.

3.3.2. Stress Analysis of the Neighboring Tunnel during the
Construction. ,e stress nephogram of surrounding rock of
tunnel during the construction process is shown in Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9, the stress state of surrounding
rock is in the form of symmetry. ,is is because during the
process of neighboring tunnel construction, the left and

right pilot tunnels are rarely influenced by each other, and
the disturbance to surrounding rock is small; there is little
stress concentration. At this stage of construction process,
the maximum tensile stress in surrounding rock is 0.2MPa,
while the maximum compressive stress is 1.48MPa.

3.3.3. Deformation Analysis of the Neighboring Tunnel after
the Construction. ,e deformation nephogram of sur-
rounding rock after the construction process is shown in
Figure 10.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that, after completing the
tunnel excavation, the maximum Y direction displacement is
4.9mm, which occurs at the arch top of the left and right
pilot tunnels; there is uplift at the arch bottom of the tunnel,
and the maximum uplift displacement is 2.7mm. Since the
left and right pilot tunnels have little influence on each other
during the tunnel construction, the displacement nepho-
gram of the left and right tunnels is close to symmetry. ,e
largest positive displacement in X direction of the tunnel is
located at the top right of the right pilot tunnel, with a
maximum value of 1.8mm; the largest positive displacement
in X direction of the tunnel is located at the top left of the left
pilot tunnel, with a maximum value of 1.9mm.

3.3.4. Stress Analysis of the Neighboring Tunnel after the
Construction. ,e stress nephogram of surrounding rock
after the construction process is shown in Figure 11.

It can be shown from Figure 11 that the maximum first
principal stress of the surrounding rock is 0.28MPa, and the
maximum tensile stress occurs at the vault of the left tunnel,

Up stepDown step

Surrounding rock
Up stepDown stepInitial

support 

Initial
support 

15m15m10m

15m15m10m

Left

Right

Figure 6: Process diagram of tunnel longitudinal excavation.

1

2

3

4

Le� tunnel Right tunnel

Figure 5: Process diagram of tunnel section excavation.
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and thus there is a need to pay attention to the surrounding
rock when excavating this area. ,e minimum third
principal stress of the surrounding rock is −1.49MPa,
which appears at the arch foot of the left tunnel, where
stress concentration phenomenon occurs in this spot and
sufficient attention must be paid in the construction
process.

4. SafetyEvaluationofanActualShallow-Buried
Tunnel with Underground
Excavation during Construction

,rough the above numerical simulation results, it can be
seen that the deformation and stress of Yuhan road tunnel
during the construction process are small, which meets the

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Model element plots of the neighboring tunnel. (a) Element of the surrounding rock. (b) Element of the initial support.
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Figure 8: Deformation nephogram of surrounding rock of tunnel during the construction process. (a) Deformation nephogram along Y-
axis. (b) Deformation nephogram along X-axis. (c) Deformation nephogram of right tunnel section along Y-axis.
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requirements of relevant specifications. ,e stress does not
exceed the bearing capacity of surrounding rock of tunnel and
concrete materials, so it can be judged that the tunnel con-
struction scheme is feasible. In order to further ensure the safety
of tunnel construction, the vertical displacement at the top of the
tunnel was monitored during the actual tunnel construction.

,e comparison between the measured data and the calculated
results of FEM analysis is shown in Figures 12 and 13.

Based on the measured dynamic monitoring data and
the established FEM, the construction safety of this tunnel is
evaluated. ,e failure probability of different construction
stages after the 10th load step is shown in Figure 14. It is
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Figure 11: Stress nephogram of surrounding rock after the construction process. (a) First principal stress nephogram. (b) ,ird principal
stress nephogram.
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Figure 9: Stress nephogram of surrounding rock during the construction process. (a) First principal stress nephogram. (b) ,ird principal
stress nephogram.
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Figure 10: Deformation nephogram of surrounding rock after the construction process. (a) Deformation nephogram along Y-axis. (b)
Deformation nephogram along X-axis.
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deduced that the failure probability of the structure is very
small, which is consistent with the actual situation of
construction; thus, the proposed method is effective.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a reliability-based method is proposed to
evaluate the structural safety of tunnel by using the dynamic
monitoring data during construction. ,e following con-
clusions are drawn:

(i) ,e measured results show that the method of
modelling the tunnel excavation of Yuhan road
tunnel is effective, and the accuracy of the analytical
results satisfies the engineering requirements.

(ii) ,e proposed reliability-based method is effective to
evaluate the structural safety of actual tunnel during
the process of construction.

(iii) It is necessary to combine the analytical simulation
and prediction with the dynamic monitoring data in
order to calculate the failure probability of tunnel
during the whole process of construction.
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